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Abstract—Seamless handover over heterogeneous mobile environments is a major requirement to the success of the next generation of networks. However, seamless movement requires the control of the quality level and connectivity of communication sessions with no perceived service degradation to the users. This seamless characteristic is equally important for communication sessions encompassing either one or multiple receivers, being the latter called multi-user sessions. This paper presents a solution to allow seamless mobility for multi-user sessions over heterogeneous networks with mobile receivers and static senders. The proposed solution integrates end-to-end Quality of Service (QoS) mapping, QoS adaptation and connectivity control with seamless mobility support. The latter is achieved through the use of buffers in mobile nodes and caches in access-routers together with mobility prediction and context transfer schemes. Simulation experiments present the efficiency of this proposal to setup ongoing sessions and its impact in reducing packet losses and improving the quality of the received video sequence during handover.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, several wireless technologies exist and are being developed to satisfy the different requirements and expectations of users. Simultaneously, the size reduction and the increase in the autonomy of electronic devices boosted the development and affordability of portable devices. These progresses together with the offer of new multi-user services such as IPTV and video-streaming, create a demand for a communication system able to simultaneously distribute content to multiple users with no perceived service degradation and over networks with different connectivity schemes and capability levels.

On the one hand, the maturity and low cost affordability of the portable devices is responsible for their wide spread utilization, and consequently, motivates the necessity to provide seamless mobility. The seamless attribute refers to the reduction of packet losses and latency of an ongoing multi-user session. In other words, seamless handovers must be assured to allow the uninterrupted reception of a multi-user session during the movement of a mobile device. This will increase the user satisfaction, and consequently, the operator revenues.

On the other hand, multi-user sessions must be distributed independently of the underlying QoS model, link capacity, access and transport technologies, which may be different in each network along the communication path [1]. For instance, whilst the Differentiated Services (DiffServ) model [2] and the Protocol Independent Multicast for the Source–Specific Multicast (PIM-SSM) [3, 4] can be implemented inside a network to provide QoS assurance and packet distribution to multiple receivers, between networks the packet distribution can be based on unicast communications since the number of links between adjacent networks is not expected to be very high.

A solution to allow seamless mobility across heterogeneous networks with QoS and connectivity control is presented in this article. This proposal consists in the integration of two mechanisms which are being investigated within the QoS Architecture for Multi-user Mobile Multimedia (Q3M) architecture [5, 6] described in Figure 1: the Seamless Mobility of Users for Media Distribution Services (SEMUD) [7] and the Multi-user Session Control (MUSC) [8].

The SEMUD mechanism aims to assure seamless mobility based on the cooperation between caches in access-routers and buffers in mobile devices. A higher seamless assurance is achieved through the use of session context transfer and mobility prediction. The MUSC mechanism controls the setup of ongoing multi-user sessions in new end-to-end paths based on the multicast remote-subscription method [9]. This control is performed by providing QoS mapping, QoS adaptation and the coordination of connectivity translations on the predicted paths. MUSC carries out its control towards the receivers, which may be different from the reverse-path usually used by multicast routing protocols [10].

Fig. 1. Q3M architecture.

As a brief overview, the Q3M architecture controls the flow of multi-user sessions across heterogeneous networks through the use of an edge networking approach, in which the
functionality of each network is controlled by a group of organized edge devices, as well as by assuring a modular integration of three components: SEMUD, MUSC and Multi-service Resource Allocation (MIRA) [11]. The cooperation between these components provides ubiquitous access, resource reservation, QoS mapping, QoS adaptation, connectivity and seamless mobility control for multi-user sessions in an All-IP network system.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the related work. A brief overview of SEMUD and MUSC is described in Section 3. Following, an illustration of their functionalities is shown in Section 4. The efficiency of the proposal to setup ongoing multi-user sessions and the benefits in reducing packet losses are analysed in Section 5. Finally, conclusions and future work are summarized in Section 6.

II. RELATED WORK

In what concerns mobility control [12], IETF protocols such as Mobile IPv6 (MIPv6) [13], Hierarchical MIPv6 (HMIPv6) [14] and Fast Handovers for IPv6 (FMIPv6) [15], were developed for controlling unicast sessions. These proposals were not aim to support multicast sessions and present several drawbacks regarding the mobility support.

For example, despite the Mobile IP capacity to support mobility in homogeneous and heterogeneous systems, this proposal presents severe latency and significative packet losses during the handover when the home agent and the mobile node are distanced. Similarly, although the HMIPv6 protocol can reduce the delay related with updating the location of mobile nodes after handover inside the same domain, it has no provision to prevent packet losses. FMIPv6 allows an anticipated reaction to movement followed by the transferring and buffering of packets from the old to the new access-router. This scheme minimizes the packet losses but involves the exchange of a large amount of signalling and the construction of tunnels. This way, despite the capacity of HMIPv6 to reduce handover delays and FMIPv6 to reduce packet losses during handovers, individually they cannot achieve seamless handovers. The use of buffers to store packets during handover is also supported by the Low Latency Handoffs in Mobile IPv4 (LLH) [16] and Dynamic Buffering Control Scheme for Mobile Handover [17] proposals. However, none of these approaches are suitable for multicast sessions. The Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) [18] can also be used to control handover at the application layer. SIP has the advantage of keeping mobility support independent of the wireless and network layer elements [19]. However, this solution is being investigated only to control handover in unicast environments.

Regarding multicast, two mobility control methods can be emphasized: the bi-directional tunnelling based on MIP, and the remote-subscription technique [20]. With the bidirectional tunnelling, multicast must be supported only in the home network. Also, this approach allows the mobile node to subscribe to local home network multicast groups. However, this scheme leads to the increase of the traffic in the home network, and the routing of the multicast packets will not be optimal. Besides, if several mobile nodes have subscribed to the same multicast group in a foreign network, packet duplication will occur. In the Remote Subscription approach, the mobile node follows the usual behaviour of a stationary node when subscribing or leaving a multicast group. This proposal leads to an optimal routing and avoids the packet duplication existent in the Mobile IP based approaches. However, every time the mobile node moves to a new network (and no subscriber of the same group exists in this network), the multicast tree has to be readjusted causing long interruptions, and consequently, packet losses. Moreover, both proposals lack in terms of QoS support and are dependent of specific connectivity technologies, such as multicast from source to home agent in the former, and the same multicast address realm end-to-end in the latter.

A scheme that allows handover with faster re-establishment of unicast or multicast sessions is the IETF Context Transfer Protocol (CXTPI) [21]. CXTPI can achieve seamless mobility by transferring the session context to new access-routers before the handover [22]. However, CXTPI alone is not sufficient to provide seamless mobility of multi-user sessions, since it does not setup ongoing sessions.

In addition to the mobility control of multi-user sessions, the heterogeneity of networks poses requirements for the mapping and adaptation of QoS, as well as for the session translation among different connectivity schemes. A research challenge is the deployment of a dynamic QoS mapping mechanism to map the session requirements into a suitable service class inside or between networks, independently of the underlying QoS models used to assure QoS guarantees for sessions on the communication path. Static QoS mapping schemes or even guidelines for IP QoS mapping alone are not sufficient to assure the quality level of sessions, because they do not shield end-user and network internals from the details of the underlying QoS infrastructures and do not take the current conditions of the network into consideration. In addition, due to the existence of links with different capacities and oscillation of network capabilities, sessions must be adapted to the current network conditions taking into consideration the priority of each flow. An adaptation scheme must be independent from CODECs and must avoid the interaction of users during the adaptation process. The combination of the above approaches avoids session blocking and reduces the impact on the quality perceived by mobile users in congestion periods.

Regarding mapping solutions, IETF proposed a static QoS mapping scheme which provides a guideline for IP QoS mapping in DiffServ networks [23]. However, this mapping approach assumes that all networks are configured with the same QoS model and service classes. Other approaches are used to provide QoS mapping for sessions, but require proprietary modules in the end-systems and “expert” users to decide the most suitable class [24], reducing the system flexibility. Another solution [25] proposes a centralized agent to classify the session requirements into classes of service between networks with different QoS models. However, it is focused on the QoS metrics used by its agents and does not present the cooperation between agents to control QoS mapping along the end-to-end session path. Moreover, Mammeri [26] introduces a mapping solution that provides QoS guarantees for unicast sessions across Integrated Service (IntServ) and DiffServ models. However, this approach is dependent of the underlying QoS model. Furthermore, several guideline-based QoS mapping solutions
only control the mapping of sessions from the DiffServ or IntServ models to the IEEE 802.16 QoS model [27].

QoS adaptation solutions are used to adjust the overall quality of a session to the capability of different networks. Existing CODEC-aware adaptation proposals control the quality level of sessions in DiffServ networks by discarding packets according to the importance of each frame of a Moving Pictures Experts Group (MPEG) video [28]. In congestion periods, less important frames are dropped before important ones. However, this adaptation mechanism is not suitable for future generation networks, because its applicability depends on a specific multimedia CODEC and on a specific QoS model. In addition, other mechanisms control the session rate to the current networks conditions based on receiver or transcoder approaches. Receiver-based approaches reduce the system flexibility by implementing modules in end-systems to join or leave flows of multicast sessions based on notification about the network conditions [29], and transcoder-based solutions require elements in the network to adapt the content coding (re-coding) to the available bandwidth [30], making the network deployment dependent from multimedia CODECs.

The end-to-end connectivity control of multi-user sessions over heterogeneous networks can be accomplished by using tunnel-based [31] or translation-based [32] approaches. While the former requires the same IP multicast address realm in both access-networks, the latter allows the session connectivity mapping between unicast and multicast networks. Nonetheless, existing translation solutions provide only unidirectional conversion between unicast and multicast realms [33, 34]. In general, the translation-based schemes do not control the session connectivity between multicast networks with different address realms, such as networks implementing Any-Source and Source-Specific Multicast.

Most of the QoS mapping approaches provide a static mapping scheme or operate only in networks with specific QoS model. Additionally, several proposals reduce the system flexibility by requiring the installation of proprietary modules in end-system as well as by using centralized approaches to control the session mapping. Regarding QoS adaptation solutions, receiver-based approaches need the utilization of modules in end-systems to join or leave multicast sessions. The system flexibility is also negatively affected due to the implementation of CODEC-aware agents in the network to control the session quality level.

The analysis of related work has shown that none of the connectivity solutions assures the end-to-end coordination of a chain of connectivity translators to support any layout of heterogeneous networks and end-hosts. In order to overcome the above limitations and to guarantee the distribution of multi-user sessions with seamless mobility, connectivity and QoS support, this paper proposes the integration of SEMUD and MUSC mechanisms.

III. SEAMLESS MOBILITY OVER HETEROGENEOUS ENVIRONMENTS

The cooperation between SEMUD and MUSC mechanisms provides seamless mobility control with end-to-end QoS mapping and adaptation, as well as connectivity support. Due to the heterogeneity of the networks, this proposal is based on the separation of the multi-user session identifier and the network locator as proposed in Next Step in Signalling (NSIS) framework [35]. While the session identifier has a global meaning, the network locator is only relevant for the local network. Hence, each multi-user session is described in a Session Object (SOBJ) which is identified by a global session identifier. A multi user session can also be scalable and composed by a set of flows whose QoS parameters are described in the QSPEC object [36].

This proposal assumes that receivers obtain from the source, by any off-line/on-line means, information regarding the available sessions encompassing the SOBJ and QSPECs. Each QSPEC includes the flow priority, bit-rate, tolerance to loss, delay and jitter.

The location of the MUSC and SEMUD agents is illustrated in Figure 2, which shows that MUSC agents are implemented at network edges while SEMUD agents are implemented at access-routers and mobile devices. Agents are called access-agents when they encompass the SEMUD and MUSC functionalities. Moreover, agents can have distinct roles in different edges for different sessions: in an edge router, an agent is called an ingress-agent for sessions whose traffic is entering the network in that edge router, or egress-agent if the traffic is leaving the network.

As an overview, the interoperation between MUSC and SEMUD mechanisms can be described as follows. After attaching to an access-agent, receivers send the session description to the MUSC agent located in the access-agent by using SIP and the Session Description Protocol (SDP) [37]. After the session configuration (QoS mapping, QoS adaptation and connectivity translation) in all edges of the end-to-end path, MUSC notifies SEMUD in the access-agent regarding the context of the new session. Before handover, the most probable cells to where the mobile device will move are predicted and the session context is sent to the respective access routers, allowing the session to be installed by MUSC and SEMUD in the predicted end-to-end paths. After handover the session will be already present in the new access-agent, which will permit the recovery of missing packets.

A. SEMUD Overview

SEMUD aims to provide seamless handover between access-agents belonging to neighbouring networks through the combination of context transfer, mobility prediction and cache and buffer mechanisms. Packet losses and delay are
reduced by controlling caches in access-agents and buffers in mobile devices.

The data packets received in the access-agent belonging to the subscribed session are stored in the cache (where the oldest packets are removed) and forwarded to the interested receivers. This storage will permit a subsequent recovery of packets which are eventually lost. Notice that for each multi-user session an independent cache will be created. When the packets forwarded by a cache are received by a mobile device they are stored into the buffer and consumed by the application. In the presence of a handover, the data in the buffer of the mobile device will continue to be read in order to keep the data flow.

The presence of the session in the next access-agent is guaranteed through the employing of mobility prediction schemes. This is, the most probable cells to where the mobile device will move are predicted based on parameters such as the moving direction, velocity, current position and historical records. The addresses of the predicted access-agents could be obtained in a static way through agreements, whereas a machine in the current network exchanges this information with another one located in other network. Alternatively, the addresses discovery could be done in a dynamic way by querying a DNS-alike service. Based on this forecast, the session context is transferred in advance into the predicted cells by the SEMUD-P signalling protocol, as described in Figure 3. This way, the interaction between the SEMUD and the MUSC in the predicted access-agents will permit to reserve the resources and configure translators in advance.

When the handover procedure is complete, the mobile device updates its buffer by fetching the missing packets from the cache of the new access-agent. The message sent to fetch the packets will carry information regarding the available space in the buffer, the time stamp of the last packet received in the buffer before handover and the intended multicast session represented in the PIM-SSM by \(<Source, Group> \) or \(<S, G>\). In the present work it is considered that the recovered packets are sent from the cache to the buffer via unicast. The advantage of this approach is to avoid the reception of these packets by other local subscribers of the same multi-user session. This will require encapsulation of the multicast packets into unicast packets, which the mobile node will de-encapsulate before putting them (the multicast ones) in the buffer.

When the amount of packets to recover from the cache is larger than the available space in the buffer it is necessary to discard packets. In this situation, the method used in the present proposal is to recover packets sequentially from the cache and discard the ones that found no place in the buffer. However, since packets have different influence in the quality of a session a better approach (used in [38]) will be to recover the cached packets taking in account their role in the referred quality.

B. MUSC Overview

MUSC aims to support the mobility of multi-user sessions over heterogeneous wireless environments. A receiver-driven and source-initiated protocol, called MUSC-P, is used to coordinate QoS mapping, QoS adaptation and Connectivity Control mechanisms with other edge-agents along the end-to-end session path based on a soft-state approach. MUSC-P is being specified in the context of the NSIS framework, in which it can be included as an extra NSIS Signalling Layer Protocol (NSLP). MUSC-P operates in a receiver-driven approach, since it is triggered at access-agent (agent located in wired or wireless access-router). It is source-initiated since MUSC starts the QoS and connectivity configuration of its agents at the agent nearest to the source, or at the first agent in the path towards the source that contains the requested multi-user session. This functionality aims to build QoS-aware distribution trees, in environments with asymmetric routing, taking into account the QoS characteristics of the path from source to receivers, which may be different from the reverse-path used by multicast protocols.

In ingress and egress-agents, the QoS mapping mechanism accomplishes a dynamic mapping of the session requirements into the available service classes controlled by a network resource allocation controller (e.g., Service Level Agreement (SLA) controller between networks) or a QoS bandwidth broker. An interface with resource allocation controllers allows MUSC to collect, from a resource controller, information regarding wired or wireless network classes (e.g., available bandwidth, maximum loss and delay along the session path described in a quantitative or qualitative manner) and to select a suitable service class for a session.
among networks with different service classes, network resources and/or QoS models. The use of this interface allows operators to use resource allocation controllers of their choice.

Additionally, by exporting the mapping negotiation for the application level, MUSC does not require changes on mobile devices, shields end-user and network internals from the details of the underlying QoS infrastructures and assures an acceptable quality level to sessions, even during handover. In essence, the mapping algorithm compares, one by one, the QoS parameters desired for each flow of the session (collected from the per-flow QSPEC) and the list of available service classes offered inside or between networks (collected from the resource allocation controller). After that, the mapping algorithm chooses the network class that is more appropriated for the requested session based on the perfect match, sub-perfect match and hybrid match methods as follows:

- **Perfect Match Method**: This method aims to support the full QoS requirements and bandwidth committed for all flows of a multi-user session, by selecting the preferred class to be used for each flow. Therefore, it assures that each flow of a session is mapped to a class of service that supports the same QoS requirements as desired in the QSPEC. When the preferred service class does not have enough available bandwidth to assure the minimum packet loss rate for the session, the QoS adaptation mechanism is triggered, which then may decide to try a sub-perfect or a hybrid mapping;

- **Sub-perfect Match Method**: This method maps all flows of a multi-user session to a service class that supports QoS parameters different from the ones described in the QSPEC. The mapping of all flows into another network service aims to avoid the session blocking and the re-ordering of packets. It can be used in a congestion period of a preferred class, while assuring the session full rate;

- **Hybrid Match Method**: This method assures the allocation of, at least, the high priority flows of a session into the preferred class. The remainder flows are mapped to a less significant service class. It can be used when the packet re-ordering is not crucial. It can be suitable for scheduled video and audio, where it is more important to ensure an intelligible audio flow than a perfect video.

When the mapping process is not optimal, for instance due to the selection of an overloaded service class, the adaptation mechanism is triggered. The session is blocked only when a misplaced service class cannot guarantee the minimal QoS requirements desired for each flow of the session. Adaptation operates based on the QSPEC and the current network conditions. Following, a description of the three adaptation methods is presented. When the maximum bandwidth of the preferred class cannot assure the QoS committed for a low priority flow, this flow is removed from the outgoing interface and classified into the sleeping state by MUSC. Sleeping flows are awakened when the network capability becomes available again and the session full rate is supported. On the other hand, the Re-Mapping Adaptation method requests the mapping of the session to another class (using the sub-perfect or hybrid mapping). The Service Class Re-adjustment method can be used to try the accommodation of the session into the preferred class, by requesting the re-adjustment of the maximum (extra) bandwidth assigned for the service classes. The adaptation process allows the mobile user to keep acceptable quality level of ongoing sessions, independently of its movement. A deeper analysis of both QoS mapping and adaptation mechanisms can be found in [39].

In addition to the QoS control mechanisms, MUSC supports a translation-based Connectivity Control mechanism to provide session connectivity between networks that implement the same and/or different address realms. For instance, it assures the continuity of multi-user sessions from unicast to unicast, multicast to unicast, unicast to multicast and multicast to multicast networks. Therefore, it allows senders to offer their content and receivers to access them independently of the devices or networks connectivity technologies (e.g., IP unicast or IP multicast). This mechanism also controls the shaping of distribution trees aiming to build distribution trees with the branch point as close as possible to the receivers. Hence, it avoids the reconstruction of the entire session path due to the mobility of the receivers, senders or networks as well as network failure. Moreover, it controls the packet distribution in a multicast manner to avoid the packet duplication and to save network resources.

### C. MUSC and SEMUD Interfaces

As depicted in Figure 4, SEMUD, MUSC and MIRA have interfaces to exchange information between themselves and existing solutions and standards. Following, the most significative of these interfaces are described in this section. The MIRA interfaces are presented in [11].

![Fig. 4. External and internal Interfaces.](image)

The address allocation controller interface is used by MUSC to control the connectivity of multi-user sessions. In all downstream agents, MUSC interacts with an address allocation controller (MIRA in Figure 4) to request the allocation of channel identifiers for flows of a session. If PIM-SSM is supported, it is triggered by MUSC in edge-agents to create multicast branches associated with each flow. This interface is also used to inform an address allocation controller and PIM-SSM about flows that were removed.

The resource allocation controller interface is used by MUSC to query information about network classes and their available bandwidth towards the access-agent in which the receiver is attached or is moving to. After the mapping process, MUSC informs which network class was selected
and which bandwidth is required for each flow of multi-user sessions. In congestion situations, the QoS adaptation mechanism uses this interface to adapt flows of sessions to the current network conditions. The resource controller is also notified about flows that were released by MUSC.

The access controller interface allows SEMUD to keep the session context and to create a cache for the session (if the session still does not exist) when a session is accepted by MUSC. The opposite operation is triggered by MUSC when a session ends. Before handover, MUSC in predicted access-agent(s) will setup the session and collect information concerning the capability and connectivity provided by the latter. At the previous access-agent, the interaction between SEMUD and MUSC allows the delete of resources associated with the session on the old path.

The SEMUD mobility prediction interface for the interaction with a movement prediction module. The last one is used to predict the next most probable access-agents based on the location of the base stations and on the properties of the mobile device such as location, moving direction and velocity. For instance, this interface allows the interaction with a mobility prediction scheme as the one proposed in [40].

The multicast activate interface allows multicast-aware receivers connected to multicast-aware access-networks to leave/join multicast channels associated with each flow of a session notified by MUSC. This is done through the interaction of SEMUD and IGMPv3/MLDv2 [41, 42], where a leave message is triggered during the disconnection from the old access-agent and a join message is sent after attaching to the new access-agent.

IV. ILLUSTRATION OF THE OVERALL FUNCTIONALITY

Figure 5 presents an example of MUSC and SEMUD operations in an inter-network handover scenario. It is assumed the existence of an anticipated handover scheme which obtains the location of the candidate access-agents and notifies SEMUD regarding this information. Moreover, in each candidate agent MUSC triggers a resource and an address allocation controller during the QoS (mapping and adaptation) and connectivity control operations, respectively.

Based on the interaction with the mobility prediction mechanism, SEMUD verifies that R1 (step i) is moving away from the access-agent-A and that access-agent-K is the candidate access-agent (step 1 in Figure 5). Upon receiving the IP address of the predicted access-agent, SEMUD-P sends a ResourceQuery message to the SEMUD agent in the access-agent-K (step 2 in Figure 5). This procedure allows the session setup on the new path (by triggering MUSC and access-agent-A (step 7 in Figure 5). This procedure allows the session setup on the new path (by triggering MUSC and access-agent-A (step 7 in Figure 5).

Upon the reception of the ResourceQuery message, SEMUD analyses the information concerning the available resources (in the predicted access-agents) and the signal-to-noise ratio, and decides to handover to the predicted access-agent-K (step 8 in Figure 5). In access-agent-A, SEMUD sends a HandoverBearer message to notify R1 about the IP address of the future access-agent and the SSM channel allocated to each flow (step 9 in Figure 5). After the handover, SEMUD informs MUSC to adjust the number of receivers associated with S1 in the previous access-agent. However, the state on the old path is not released by MUSC, because R2 is still receiving data from S1.

During handover, packets are stored in the cache of the new access-agent and after the attachment of R1 to this agent, SEMUD-P sends a FetchRequest message to recover the missing packets and to sync the packet reception with the cache in agent-K (step 10 in Figure 5). The recovered

IP unicast addresses and transport ports to identify each flow of S1 between N2-N3 (in this case, the source is the agent-F and agent-J is the destination) (step 4 in Figure 5). Afterwards, the resource allocation controller is triggered to configure the required bandwidth for each flow in the selected class.

![Figure 5. Example of an inter-network handover.](image-url)
packets are sent from the cache to the buffer via unicast connections. This requires encapsulation of the multicast packets into unicast packets, which SEMUD in R1 de-encapsulates before putting them in the session buffer. This functionality avoids packet replication to other receivers subscribing the same multicast group and attached to agent-K. After receiving all the fetched packets, SEMUD triggers the IGMPv3/MLDv2 to join the multicast channel allocated for each flow of the session (step 11 in Figure 5).

After the handover of R1, SEMUD in agent-A identifies the next access-agent to where R2 will move (step ii) and triggers MUSC to pre-set the session on the new path. Upon receiving the SOBJ transferred by the SEMUD-P ResourceQuery message, MUSC verifies that S1 is already activated and increments the number of receivers receiving the requested session. After the MUSC reply, SEMUD associates R2 with the existing cache and sends a ResourceResp message to the previous agent to complete the handover. The seamless handover process is accomplished as explained for R1. However, MUSC in agent-A releases the state associated with S1, triggers SEMUD to remove the cache, the resource controller to erase network resources and PIM-SSM to delete the multicast trees of each flow in N1.

In agent-D and agent-F, MUSC removes the S1 state because no MUSC-P SessRefresh message arrives to these agents before the expiration of the MUSC clean-up interval. This requires the interaction with resource and address allocation controllers to release their state associated with the removed flows.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

Several simulation experiments were accomplished using the Network Simulator-2 (NS2) [43-45] to verify the performance of MUSC and SEMUD to control the setup of ongoing sessions with seamless experience to the receivers. The convergence time of the mechanisms, the amount of packet losses and the quality of the received video sequence measured in Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) are analysed. Simulation results regarding the efficiency of QoS adaptation operations in QoS-aware mobile networks (which are not the focus of this paper) are presented in [46]. There, the benefits of combining QoS mapping, QoS adaptation and mobility are demonstrated through the analysis of the blocking probability, the one-way delay and the throughput of sessions when the QoS mapping adaptation mechanism is enabled and disabled.

Three topologies (A, B and C) were randomly generated by Boston University Representative Internet Topology Generator (BRITE) following the same inter-network scenario as illustrated in Figure 5. Each of the three networks in either topology has twenty routers (four edges and sixteen cores). The intra and inter-network links have a bandwidth of 100 Mb/s and the wireless link capacity is 11 Mb/s. The propagation delay inside and between networks is attributed according to the distance between the edges. A PIM-SSM agent for NS2 [47] is implemented to distribute the session packets.

Two mobile nodes are placed in the same access-agent and receive one Variable Bit Rate (VBR) flow with an average rate of 86 KB/s. This flow consists in a video sequence denominated News [48] with format YUV, sampling 4:2:0, size 352x288 (CIF) and containing 300 frames sent with a 30 frames/s rate. Each frame was fragmented in blocks with 1024 bytes length which were transported in Real-Time Transport Protocol (RTP) packets. Figure 6 depicts some frames extracted from the “News” video sequence.

Since the mobility prediction is under investigation, it is assumed that SEMUD is notified in advance about the movement of receivers to a predicted access-agent. This notification occurs in a period of time sufficient to allow the session setup on the new path before the disconnection from the old access-agent.

A. Convergence Time

Table 1 describes the SEMUD and MUSC convergence time to setup the session before and after the attachment of each receiver to the new access-agent. The convergence period is the time used by each mechanism to coordinate its operations in order to install the ongoing session with QoS, connectivity and seamless mobility support. Before handover, the SEMUD convergence time includes signalling and the cache configuration procedures. The MUSC convergence time encompasses signalling and the configuration of the session mapping and mobility for the first receiver. All posterior requests for the same session in the same access-agent are processed locally by MUSC as happens with R2. After the handover, the SEMUD convergence time includes the fetching of packets stored in the cache.

### TABLE 1
MUSC AND SEMUD CONVERGENCE TIME (MS) BEFORE AND AFTER THE ATTACHMENT OF THE RECEIVERS TO THE NEW ACCESS-AGENT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topology</th>
<th>Receiver</th>
<th>Before</th>
<th>After</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SEMUD</td>
<td>MUSC</td>
<td>SEMUD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>R1</td>
<td>26.15</td>
<td>16.23</td>
<td>1.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R2</td>
<td>26.15</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>R1</td>
<td>28.08</td>
<td>18.23</td>
<td>1.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R2</td>
<td>28.08</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>R1</td>
<td>27.54</td>
<td>16.82</td>
<td>1.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R2</td>
<td>27.54</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The overall convergence time to setup the session for R2 is reduced in 36 % because the requested session is already available in the new access router. Only MUSC local procedures are done (negligible time) to configure the number of receivers associated with the session and to reply to SEMUD. This functionality minimizes 48 % in the overall signalling overhead, because only SEMUD-P messages are used. The latency to setup the sessions is increased in approximately 1 % by MUSC and SEMUD operations. Note that the MUSC convergence time would be higher if the requested session for R1 would be activated in an agent near the source.
B. Packet Losses

The total amount of packet losses for each simulation was obtained by varying the Buffer size and the handover duration and considering a constant Cache size. It was considered a size of 100 KB for the Cache, a variation between 1 and 100 KB for the Buffer size and a variation between 50 ms and 1 s (with a 50 ms step) to the handover duration. To evaluate the improvements introduced by the proposed mechanism, the simulations were effectuated with and without its activation. MUSC mapping and connectivity operations were performed to allow the continuity of the session over heterogeneous networks and to map the session into the available service class based on the Perfect Match approach.

As seen Figure 7, when the SEMUD mechanism is disabled the high amount of packets lost during handover is not recovered. Notice the exponential packet losses occurring when the Buffer size is inferior to a threshold (21.04 KB). Below this value the Buffer will rapidly get full since the packets pertaining to each frame arrive in bursts. Consequently, the packets that can not be placed into the Buffer will be discarded. The threshold value from which the exponential losses will occur depends on the source debit. In other words, the obtained value of 21.04 KB refers to the specific debit used in our simulation.

To Buffer size values above this threshold, the total amount of packet losses remains constant for a specific handover duration. This occurs because the threshold value represents the Buffer size from which the rate fluctuations are absorbed. In this situation, the total number of lost packets corresponds solely to the ones that are lost during handover.

The total amount of packet losses (per simulation) when the SEMUD mechanism is enabled is depicted in Figure 8. Following the same reasoning presented previously, the total number of lost packets grows exponentially when the Buffer size becomes very small. Nevertheless, as the size increases the improvement obtained in reducing the quantity of lost packets is significative.

The Cumulative Density Function (CDF) for the total amount of packet losses with and without the activation of the SEMUD mechanism is shown in Figure 9.

The amount of packet losses was also evaluated versus a buffer size varying between 1 and 100 KB and for a handover duration with 500 ms. The results depicted in Figure 10 were obtained for several values of the cache size when the mechanism is enabled, and compared with the situation when it is disabled.
The amount of packets that is possible to recover augments with the cache size, and consequently, the total number of lost packets is reduced. Similarly, as the buffer size increases it is possible to accommodate a larger number of packets coming from the cache in the recovering process. The improvement obtained in reducing packet losses when the SEMUD mechanism is enabled is noticeable. Namely, the packet losses are totally reduced for a combination of a cache size with 54 KB and a buffer size with 68 KB.

Additionally, the temporal variation of the packet losses versus the handover duration when considering a fixed Buffer size (100 KB) and a fixed Cache size (100 KB) was obtained. Note that the temporal variation refers to the duration of the simulation and the sampling period used to obtain the results was 100 ms. The results obtained when the mechanism is disabled are presented in Figure 11.

The results in Figure 12 were obtained after the activation of the SEMUD mechanism. In this situation the improvements in reducing the number of lost packets are evident. The only losses observed are for handover values closer to the maximum used in the simulation. In this case, the number of packets missing during handover is high and its recovery leads to the full occupation of the Buffer.

Afterwards, the occupation of the Buffer will suffer a fluctuation around this value. Obviously, when the fluctuation is above the Buffer size the arriving packets will be lost.

C. Buffer Occupation

Following, the temporal variation of the Buffer occupation versus the handover duration is analyzed. The handover time includes MUSC and SEMUD signalling and operations to configure the connectivity, QoS, Cache and Buffer mechanisms. The variation when the SEMUD mechanism is disabled is depicted in Figure 13, in which it is considered a Cache size of 100 KB.

The oscillations present in Figure 13 result from the fragmentation and transport of each frame in several IP packets. In other words, to send a frame it is necessary to send several IP packets. The number of IP packets resulting from a frame depends on the maximum IP packet size (1052 bytes in this scenario) and on the frame size (e.g., different sizes for different frame types (I, P or B)). This way, the removal or insertion of a frame into the Buffer corresponds to the remotion or insertion of several packets that convey it.

The fact justifies the oscillations in Figure 13 occurring in the Buffer occupation during the simulation time when the mechanism is disabled. During the handover period (initiated at the 4.984 s instant) it is observed a decrease in the Buffer occupation due to the handover process. After the handover, the Buffer occupation recovers and fluctuates around its original value.
occupation. After the handover completion, the Buffer reinitiates the reception of packets with the same oscillatory behaviour as before.

When the SEMUD mechanism is enabled, the variation of the Buffer occupation will be significantly different as observed in Figure 14. In this situation, after the handover completion the mobile node requests from the Cache the packets that were not received during handover. The signalling used to accomplish this request contains the identification of the last packet received in the Buffer and the available space in it. With this information the Cache can select and send the available packets to the Buffer. This process of recovery leads to an increase in the Buffer occupation after the handover completion.

An increase in the handover duration leads to a higher number of packets which are not received during this period, and consequently, to a higher number of packets which are necessary to recover. In this manner, the slope in the Buffer occupation occurring after the handover increases with the number of packets which are necessary to recover, and consequently, with the handover duration.

### D. PSNR (Peak Signal to Noise Ratio)

The advantage of the proposal in reducing the impact of handovers in the user perceived quality was also analyzed. To accomplish that, it is imperative to compare the received frames with the original ones, and consequently, a metric for the evaluation of the reconstructed frames was necessary. With this objective in mind, several metrics Signal to Noise (SNR) have been developed to estimate the quality of reconstructed frames comparatively to the original ones. The most widespread metric to evaluate the quality of the video transmission is the PSNR [49].

This metric is easily defined through the Mean Square Error (MSE). Considering the luminance (Y) of the reconstructed and original frames and assuming frames with MxN pixels, the MSE is defined through:

\[
MSE = \frac{1}{M \times N} \sum_{i=0}^{M-1} \sum_{j=0}^{N-1} [Y_s(i,j) - Y_d(i,j)]^2
\]

In this equation, while \(Y_s(i,j)\) designates the pixel in the position \((i, j)\) of the original frames, the \(Y_d(i,j)\) represents the pixel located in the position \((i, j)\) of the reconstructed frame. Since a video signal possesses a wide dynamic variation the PSNR is express in a logarithmic scale. Based in the MSE definition it is relatively easy to express PSNR through the expression:

\[
PSNR = 10 \log_{10} \left( \frac{MAX^2}{MSE} \right) = 20 \log_{10} \left( \frac{MAX}{\sqrt{MSE}} \right)
\]

Here \(MAX = 2^k - 1\) and \(k\) represents the number of bits per sample. Considering 8bits/sample the final expression becomes:

\[
PSNR = 20 \log_{10} \left( \frac{1}{M \times N} \sum_{i=0}^{M-1} \sum_{j=0}^{N-1} |Y_s(i,j) - Y_d(i,j)| \right)
\]

Through this metric each received frame will be compared with the original one, and the obtained value will give a measure for the degradation of the original frame. The quality of the received sequence will be obtained by using this technique with all the frames that constitute the sequence.

Nevertheless, this is an objective quality evaluation metric and it is necessary to estimate the opinion of the users relatively to the received sequence. The metric of the human impression regarding the quality uses a scale between 1 (bad) and 5 (excellent) and is designated by Mean Opinion Score (MOS). For video quality the equivalence between the MOS and PSNR can be approximate through the Table 2:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mean Opinion Score</th>
<th>PSNR [dB]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5 (Excellent)</td>
<td>&gt;37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 (Good)</td>
<td>31 – 37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 (Fair)</td>
<td>25 – 31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 (Poor)</td>
<td>20-25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 (Bad)</td>
<td>&lt;20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

At this point, it is necessary to remember that the exploitation of temporal redundancy to obtain compression in video sequences led to the appearance of three different frame types [49]: I (Intra) frames, P (Predicted) frames and B (Bidirectional) frames. The I frames only resort in spatial redundancy. These frames avoid the error propagation but require higher transmission resources. On the other hand, the P frames are “predicted” from a former frame (I or P). These frames are composed by vectors that describe the localization of similar areas in the former frame. This way, they require approximately half of the resources comparatively to I frames. Finally, the B frames are encoded using backward and forward temporal redundancy, relatively to I and P frames, and require approximately a quarter of resources comparatively to I frames. The group of frames formed by an I frame and all the subsequent frames until the next I frame is denominated Group of Pictures (GOP). Notice that the lost of an I frame makes impossible to correctly decode the remaining frames pertaining to the respective GOP.

The composition of a video sequence and the interdependency between frames is described in Figure 15. The basic element of the sequence is a “block” formed by 8x8 pixels. A group of four adjacent blocks forms a macro-block, which together with other macro-blocks form a slice. The ensemble of several slices originates a frame.
Following the quality of the received frames during the simulation versus the handover duration is presented. It was considered a constant Buffer and Cache size (100 KB) and the frames quality (PSNR) was evaluated versus the handover duration (between 50 ms and 1 s with a 50 ms step).

The influence of the packet losses occurring during the handover period in the quality of the frames which are received during this period is noticeable when the SEMUD mechanism is disabled, as shown in Figure 16. Notice that the amount of frames with low quality is surprisingly high for almost all the values of the handover duration. This occurs because an I frame is lost among the packet losses that occur during handover. Loosing an I frame leads to the impossibility to decode the remaining frames pertaining to the GOP.

As shown in Figure 17, when the SEMUD mechanism is enabled, a substantial improvement in the quality of the received sequence is observed. The packets which are not received during handover are now recovered when it finishes. Consequently, the frames transmitted during the handover period do not suffer degradation.

Surprisingly, there is unexpected quality degradation in frames that do not correspond to the handover period. These frames correspond to results that were obtained for high handover values (close to 1 s). In this case, the number of packets not received during handover is high and its recovery leads to the full occupation of the Buffer. Afterwards, the occupation of the Buffer will suffer a fluctuation around this value. Obviously, when the fluctuation is above the Buffer size the arriving packets will be lost, and consequently, degradation in the quality of the frames will be noticed. Particularly, when the affected frame is an I frame it will be impossible to decode the frames pertaining to its GOP. This way, the frames affected by the quality degradation in Figure 17 do not result from the losses that occur directly because of the handover but from the ones that occur due to the Buffer overflow.

The consequences of the packet losses in the quality of the received video sequence versus the Cache and Buffer sizes are shown in Figure 18 when the mechanism is disabled.

Notice the reduction in quality of the frames pertaining in the [150, 179] interval. This behaviour was expected for the frames in the [150, 164] because they are directly affected by the packet losses that occur during handover (occurring during the [4.984; 5.484]s interval). The same is not true for the [165, 179] frames since they are not directly affected by the handover. However, these frames belong to a GOP whose frame I was lost during handover. For this reason, it is impossible to decode these frames despite their integrity has not been affected. As shown in Figure 19, when the proposed mechanism is enabled the results are significantly improved.
Fig. 19. PSNR versus the Cache and Buffer Sizes when SEMUD mechanism is enabled.

Fig. 20. Mean PSNR improvement versus the Cache and Buffer Sizes.

Figure 20 presents the mean PSNR improvement of the “News” video sequence versus the Buffer and Cache sizes. As before, it was considered a handover duration of 500 ms and a Cache and Buffer sizes varying between 1 and 100 KB. The enhancement obtained through the use of the proposed mechanism can reach the 3.0191 dB.

E. Example

Following, an illustrative example of the improvement achieved when using the proposed mechanism is presented in Figure 21. The depicted frames pertain to the video sequence entitled “News”, have the YUV format, 4:2:0 sampling and CIF (352x288) dimension. The YUV video sequence frames were compressed using a MPEG4 encoder into a sequence with a GOP composed of 30 frames and transmitted with a 30 frame/s rate. Each frame was fragmented in blocks with 1024 bytes length which were transported in RTP packets. Those packets were sent using a VBR with an average rate of 86 KB/s. The results were obtained for a constant cache size (100 KB), a constant buffer size (100 KB) and a constant handover duration (500 ms). Moreover, the mobile node was in handover during the [4.934, 5.434]s interval.

Fig. 21. Comparison between received frames when the mechanism is disable (above) and enabled (below).

The quality degradation which occurs when the mechanism is disabled can be observed in the frames presented in Figure 21. The decoder tries to recover the lost/degraded frames by resorting in the last frame that was correctly decoded. When the proposed mechanism is enabled the quality of the frames is greatly improved, as shown in Figure 21.

Additional simulation results concerning the efficiency of the proposed mechanisms in assuring end-to-end QoS guarantees for ongoing multi-user sessions along heterogeneous environments are included in previous work [46]. The results present the impact in terms of throughput, packet delay and percentage of packet losses caused by the mobility of users inside and between networks when the preferred service class is overloaded. For instance, the adaptation of sessions to less important inter-network service classes in a congestion period avoids the session blocking and keeps the session with acceptable quality (the one-way delay is increased only in 5%, which remains acceptable for the session).

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This paper presents a proposal to allow seamless mobility of multi-user sessions over heterogeneous networks. This goal is achieved through the integration of Seamless Mobility of Users for Media Distribution Services (SEMUD) and Multi-user Session Control (MUSC) mechanisms. SEMUD supports seamless mobility based on the cooperation between caches placed in access-routers and buffers placed in mobile devices, multi-user session context transfer, and interaction with mobility prediction schemes. MUSC controls mobility by assuring the control of QoS mapping, QoS adaptation and connectivity of sessions among networks.

The performance evaluation shows that MUSC has a convergence time and a signalling overhead independent of the number of receivers of the same session in the same access-network. Moreover, the expected advantages of SEMUD in reducing packet losses are confirmed by the obtained results. For example, for a handover duration of 500 ms and an average rate of 86 KB/s the packet losses are reduced 75% with a 50 KB cache size and a 55 KB buffer size.

As future work, further evaluation will be done to confirm the performance of MUSC and SEMUD in an experimental scenario, and to analyze the scalability of the proposal.
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